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Foreword

Hemant Joshi

India Predictions are being published
since 2011. In 2013, the launch of 
the fourth-generation (4G) wireless 
networks (aka LTE) was discussed and 
after six years, a prediction is made 
about 5G networks that are expected 
to be launched this year. The forecast 
looks good as 5G with high data speed 
and low latency has the potential to 
spur the evolution of the education, 
healthcare, manufacturing, and nearly 
all industries that rely on connectivity.

Consistent with every year, the TV 
segment is expected to see growth 
in the future— primarily driven by 
a big percentage of under-served 
population, an increase in electricity 
supply, low cable and satellite rates, 
and low Average Revenue Per User 
(ARPU). The over-the- top (OTT) video 
segment is also expected to grow 
significantly in the coming years. The 
Indian film industry is seen to be on 
a new lease of life and is expected to 
see significant growth, and it is the 
growth of OTT, improved multiplex 
experiences, and increased screen 
density that is likely to drive the 
industry’s growth.

The report also highlights the impact 
of technology on other industries like 
wealth management. With more users 
opting for digital platforms to invest 
in financial assets, a shift is predicted 
towards “digital investing” mainly in 
three financial asset categories: mutual 
funds, equities, and fixed deposits.

This report features new themes that 
are strongly expected to evolve. Voice 
assistants, such as smart speakers, have 
emerged as one of the fastest-adopted 
new technologies in history. Where 
will they go from here? Enterprises and 
brands are likely to find themselves 
relying on the voice-interface application 
ecosystem to improve customer 
engagement.

The changes, often rapid ones, 
tracked in this year’s report are new, 
important, and usually counter-
consensus. Technology, media, and 
telecommunications (TMT) companies 
should understand and consider them as 
they evolve. We think these changes will 
matter to our readers in other industries 
as well, and they are important in all 
markets across the globe.
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Voice assistants:  
Breaking the sound barrier
The year 2019 is expected to be the 
inflection point for conversational 
artificial intelligence (AI) in India, with 
voice assistants witnessing wider 
adoption beyond smart speakers. 
Information access and entertainment 
are likely to be the key applications 
driving the use of voice assistants in 
the next two to three years. The market 
holds the potential for “conversational 
commerce” in the mid-to-long term as 
voice interfaces become ubiquitous and 
their usage becomes common. While 
India’s first phase of digital explosion 
was driven by smartphones and mobile 
internet penetration, its next growth 
phase is expected to be led by mobile-
first and voice-first services, driven by 
localised content. 

According to a study by Google, the 
number of people using internet 
in Indian languages is expected to 
reach 536 million by 2021, with four 
languages Telugu, Marathi, Tamil, and 
Bengali accounting for 30% of the non-
English internet users.1 India is also the 
second-largest smartphone market 
in the world, with an estimated 400 
million users in 2018.2 The number of 
users is expected to cross 700 million 
by 2022.3 Although in-built digital voice 
assistants in smartphones are seldom 
used beyond basic tasks, the trend is 
likely to grow as next billion users are 
expected to use internet in their native 
languages. These users are more 
likely to be amenable towards voice 
interfaces, heralding an era of mobile-
first and voice-first digital services, 
driven by the demand for localised 
content. 

Voice acts as a natural interface for 
streaming media, which is also one 

of the top applications for smart 
speakers. In India, streaming media 
is one of the fast-growing segments 
within the media entertainment 
sector. According to a study, the video 
streaming market in India is expected 
to reach $5 billion by 2023, growing 
at a CAGR of 20% between 2017 
and 2023.4 On the other hand, the 
streaming music segment registered 
37% growth and the digital music 
segment accounted for more than 
90% of the total revenue (around $100 
million) reported by the Indian record 
music industry in 2017.5 The streaming 
media segment in India is expected to 
get a further boost from the growth of 
voice assistants and smart speakers.
 
AI-powered voice assistants are 
applications that interpret natural 
language to complete an electronic 
task. The core components of voice 
assistants include automatic speech 
recognition (ASR) engine and natural 
language processing (NLP) engine. ASR 
is the technology that converts speech 
signals into text, which is then provided 
as input to the NLP engine. The engine 
uses Natural Language Understanding 
to get a meaningful representation 
of the spoken word, which can then 
be translated into application logic. 
The response from the application is 
converted into the speech form using 
the Natural Language Generation and 
text-to-speech convertors. 

To put things into perspective, the 
technology behind voice assistants is 
not entirely new. Early developments 
in this field started in the 1950s and 
1960s and evolved over the years 
with growth in areas such as NLP, text 
recognition, and automatic speech 

recognition. The field took off with 
the advent of machine learning (ML), 
which teaches programmes to learn 
on their own rather than giving them 
an exhaustive set of instructions 
to perform a task. In the recent 
years, faster and cheaper computing 
power, cloud infrastructure, and 
the availability of “big data” made 
it possible to store and analyse 
large volumes of data, which can 
be used to “train” algorithms for 
specific applications. The ASR field 
has specifically seen tremendous 
progress in the past decade due to 
advancements in ML and hardware 
infrastructure. 

For digital first enterprises, ease of 
accessibility is a key parameter in 
designing their customer experience 
strategy. This directly translates 
into increased service usage, better 
customer engagement, and revenue 
growth. As voice is the most natural 
form of communication, digital 
enterprises are motivated to create an 
easy-to-use voice interface for their 
business applications and incentivise 
consumers to use voice channel to 
access their digital services. Digital 
native brands, especially from the 
consumer internet industry, are 
expected to be among the early 
adopters of this trend. They could also 
help make consumers familiar with 
voice channel. 

Traditional businesses are expected 
to closely follow suit, as the consumer 
adoption for this channel reaches a 
critical number. These businesses are 
likely to leverage their network of digital 
transformation partners to redesign 
their business interfaces for voice-
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based access. Digital consultants and 
technology service providers are likely 
to play a critical role in encouraging 
the mass adoption of voice assistants. 
We believe that a strong alliance and 
partnership ecosystem among voice AI 
platform vendors, digital transformation 
consultants, and technology service 
providers is expected to accelerate the 
pace of adoption, as their collective 
experience and expertise in providing 
domain-specific solutions will help 
enterprises realise benefits faster. In 
the medium term, the pace of adoption 
in the broader ecosystem is likely to 
be determined by a combination of 
push and pull factors − technological 
maturity of voice assistants in improving 
ease of use (especially in their support 
for regional languages and dialects in 
India) and the push from enterprises in 
enabling voice access for their customer-
facing channels. 

The market for AI-powered voice 
assistants is fairly new in India. 
Popular smartphones have had 
voice assistants for many years now. 
However, the functionalities of these 
assistants remained limited to tasks 
such as voice-based internet search 
and speech-to-text conversion in the 
absence of an ecosystem to support 

larger business applications. The launch 
of standalone devices embedded with 
voice assistants (such as smart speakers) 
and contemporaneous advancements 
in the consumer Internet of Things (IoT) 
industry meant that AI-powered voice 
assistants could become the central 
element in home automation, providing 
a natural language interface to access 
and control connected appliances, such 
as lights, thermostats, security cameras, 
television, AC units, air purifiers, 
refrigerators, ovens, and smart door 
locks.6 

Other uses of voice assistants are 
expected to be seen in industries 
such as hospitality, where smart 
speakers could be used to provide 
in-room services and amenities such 
as controlling lights, shades, air 
conditioning, and concierge services. 
Another major application for voice 
assistants could be in the automotive 
industry, especially with the increasing 
adoption of in-vehicle infotainment 
and driver assistance technologies.7 
In India, infotainment systems are 
increasingly becoming standard 
features in mid-range and luxury 
cars. Users can give voice commands 
through either the car’s in-built voice 
interfaces or smartphones connected 

to the car’s operating system (such as 
Android Auto or Apple car play). Users 
can give voice commands to access 
hands-free navigation and the car 
multimedia as well as make calls.8 The 
adoption of voice assistants in other 
areas such as hospitals for patient 
care and smart classrooms is likely to 
increase in the medium term.

According to Ovum’s Digital Assistant 
and Voice AI-capable Device forecast 
for 2016-2021,9 the global market for 
native digital assistant is expected to 
exceed 7.5 billion active devices by 
2021. With regard to the Indian market, 
a recent report by IDC on Worldwide 
Quarterly Smart Home Device Tracker10 
estimated that the smart home 
devices segment, which includes smart 
speakers, connected lights, smart TVs, 
connected security infrastructure, 
and other devices, reached 1.4 million 
shipments in Q2 2018. This translates 
into healthy year-on-year growth 
of 107%. Specifically, the Indian 
smart speaker segment, which is in 
its nascent stage, witnessed 43% 
sequential growth in Q2 2018. Although 
early uses are limited to a few tasks 
such as internet search, music, news, 
and entertainment, the application 
ecosystem using a voice interface is 
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expected to be a game changer for 
enterprises and brands looking to 
improve customer engagement.11 

One of the key design features of 
the commercial voice AI platforms 
is their ability to get integrated with 
business applications using application 
programming interfaces (APIs). In this 
design, the voice AI platforms offer their 
functionalities to third-party application 
developers who can use the core 
components of voice assistants, such 
as ASR and natural language processing 
as a service and create business logic 
around it. Application developers are 
not required to have technical expertise 
in core building blocks of deep learning 
algorithms, instead access functionality 

through a set of self-service APIs, 
tools, and documentation to create 
the required business logic in a fast 
and efficient manner. This is expected 
to reduce their deployment costs and 
accelerate the time to market new voice-
powered applications. 

In this scenario, the market could 
witness the emergence of technology 
service providers assisting enterprises 
and brands across the world embrace 
AI-powered voice assistants as part of 
their digital experience strategy. For 
service providers with strong digital 
transformation capability, especially in 
consumer-focused industries, their voice 
AI capability and experience in building 
applications on commercial voice AI 
platforms would become an important 
tool to design an augmented experience 
for their converged application 
platforms. India’s IT service majors are 
already building digital capabilities, 
such as AI or ML, automation, and 
analytics, through a mix of in-house 
R&D, technology alliances, partnerships, 
and dedicated lab infrastructure. With 
the help of a strong supply of AI and 
application talent, the Indian technology 
services industry can help enterprises 
across industries embrace voice 
interfaces faster, thereby helping the 
mass adoption of voice AI. 

Indian context − support for regional 
languages 
In the Indian context, one of the key 
challenges of the mass adoption of 
voice interfaces is the support for 
regional languages and dialects.12 

India has about 22 official languages 
and a multitude of dialects. The lack 
of necessary linguistic resources, 
such as speech and text data, could 
make it difficult to build deep neural 
network (DNN)-based AI models. 
Various initiatives by the government, 
the private sector, and academic 
institutions are aimed towards bridging 
this gap and creating necessary 
linguistic resources that can be 
leveraged to build enterprise-grade 
applications.13 

 • The Department of Electronics 
and Information Technology of the 
Government of India had launched 
a programme called Technology 
Development for Indian Languages 
(TDIL)14,15 to develop information 
processing tools and techniques 
to facilitate human-machine 
interaction without a language 
barrier. The key initiatives of the 
programme include creating and 
accessing multilingual knowledge 
resources and integrating them 
to develop end-user products and 
services. 

 • One of the premier research 
institutes for computer research in 
India, the Center for Development 
of Advanced Computing (C-DAC) has 
a separate initiative for multilingual 
computing and heritage computing. 
As part of the initiative, it has built 
various tools and technologies 
such as cross-lingual information 
extraction and retrieval, optical 
character recognition, machine-
aided translation, localisation, and 
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standardisation.16 In the domain of 
speech technology, C-DAC has built 
technologies and solutions related 
to text-to-speech, text-to-braille, 
automatic speech recognition, 
and speech-to-speech translation 
systems for various regional 
languages. It has also built various 
NLP-based search technologies, 
such as transliteration technologies, 
NLP-based search technologies for 
Indian languages and the Perso-
Arabic script17. 

 • An application built under the 
aegis of C-DAC and the Department 
of Electronics and Information 
Technology (DeitY), provides 
agricultural commodity prices in 
regional languages, using a speech 
access-based system. Farmers 
can use this application to know 
prices of agricultural commodities 
over telephone or mobile. Such 
conversational systems are 

expected to provide value-addition 
for farmers, as they can access 
information by dialing into a phone 
number, without any requirement 
for reading or writing skills to access 
the system.18 Such conversational 
technologies and voice assistants in 
the domain of public administration 
could help in delivering citizen 
services efficiently and effectively 
and improving governance. 

 • In addition to the initiatives by 
the government and academic 
institutions, global technology MNCs 
and niche start-ups are also working 
towards creating the building blocks 
of speech recognition and natural 
language understanding for regional 
languages.19 The collective efforts 
of the industry, academia, and the 
public sector in building such tools 
and technologies could accelerate 
the mass adoption of voice 
assistants in India. 

Bottom line
India is known to leapfrog technology adoption cycles, and the market has always favoured cost-effective 

innovative solutions customised to address local problems. The technology industry in India is in a truly exciting phase 
right now, unlike any other country at any other point in time. For more than two decades, its technology services 
industry was at the forefront of driving the technology-enabled transformation of businesses across the world. As 
new age technologies, such as digital, analytics, AI, robotics, and industry 4.0, disrupt industry value chains, the Indian 
industry is again at the forefront of driving this change in the global market. While in the past the industry was largely 
driven by exports, in the present context, it is witnessing a strong and increasing demand for mobile-first digital services 
in India. The demand is driven by a combination of factors such as increasing smartphone adoption, improvements in 
connectivity and communication infrastructure, and the consumer internet revolution, which significantly increased the 
consumption of digital services. In addition, various policy initiatives of the government to accelerate the adoption of 
technology for improving governance and citizen services is seen to be truly democratising the access. These initiatives 
strive to improve the quality of life for a vast majority of the population. 

At this juncture, India has a unique advantage of a large domestic market, a strong talent pool, and policy support to 
realise the strategic benefits of technology at an unimaginable scale. This has led to a thriving market for mobile-first 
digital services. As digital services proliferate, voice is likely to become a natural extension of existing interfaces to 
accelerate digital consumption and bring the next billion users to the digital fold. This also provides an interesting 
opportunity for start-ups to provide localised, mobile-first solutions in regional languages, enabled by such voice 
technology platforms. In addition to businesses, the public sector can also leverage the product and talent ecosystem 
in the country and adopt voice AI for public administration, improving the efficiency, effectiveness, and quality of 
experience in delivering citizen services.
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Technology:  
Aiding democratisation of 
investments and wealth 
management 
Wealth distribution in India has 
typically been skewed. Over 60% of 
the total wealth (physical and financial 
assets) in India is concentrated in the 
hands of 10% of the population.20 The 
Gini coefficient of India is at ~85%, 
indicating a high degree of inequality.21 
However, financial assets might lead 
the way for improvement in this 
situation. Real GDP grew at nearly 8% 
and GDP per capita almost doubled 
(from $1018 to $1940) over the past 
10 years.22,23 This has resulted in an 
increase in investible capital, which 
in turn has driven up the demand 
for multiple investment avenues and 
wealth management advice. Financial 
assets have grown in popularity; we 
now see a wide range of financial 
asset products for all segments of 
customers, ranging from high net 
worth individuals (HNIs) to rural 
masses. Gone are the days when post 
office savings schemes were the only 
available and safe investment option 
for hundreds of millions of Indians. 
A number of products, providers, 
and channels now vie for the rising 
investment and wealth management 
needs of Indians. 

Wealth management services, 
particularly financial investment 
advisory and transacting services, 
have typically been provided by 
portfolio management companies and 
banks. Their clientele was limited to 
HNIs. Digital investing avenues (i.e., 
platforms where financial investing 

Figure 1: Trend of individual wealth across physical and financial assets in 
India (`trillion)

Source: Karvy Wealth Report
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could be done online by retail 
customers) were few and their usage 
was low. However, with the launch of 
direct-to-consumer digital platforms, 
coupled with innovation spearheaded 
by financial technology companies 
(“fintechs”) and banks, there has been 
a remarkable change. In addition to 
HNIs, both the mass affluent and mass 
market segments now have access 
to financial investment advisory and 
transacting services. We believe that 
the adoption of these services will 
increase further; more and more users 
will opt for such digital platforms to 
invest in financial assets. We have 
forecasted the shift in preferences 
for three key types of financial assets 
favoured by retail investors in India—
mutual funds, equities, and fixed 
deposits. These assets collectively 
account for more than 40% of the 
individual wealth in the country.24 

Deloitte India predicts that wealth 
management in the country will see a 
continuous and significant shift towards 
“digital investing”, i.e., investment in 
financial assets through mobile or 
web applications. The shift will be 
most prominent in mutual funds. We 
estimate digital-invested assets under 
management (AUM) to grow by nearly 
80% from ~`250 billion in 2018 to ~`450 
billion in 2019. In comparison, overall 
retail AUM is expected to grow by 
~37%. In other words, digital investing 
is expected to grow at more than 
double the rate of overall investment 
in mutual funds.

Further, we predict that equities will 
continue to be the largest recipient 
of individual wealth in 2019 and will 
see 30% growth in overall wealth 
being invested. This will largely be 
driven by a higher investment by the 
current investor base, as total demat 
accounts are estimated to grow only 
by ~12%. However, there would be a 
marked shift of users from non-digital 
and incumbent brokers to digital 
(self-care) broking platforms to get 
better customer experience and low 
cost propositions. We predict that the 

Figure 2: Breakdown of individual wealth invested in financial assets across 
various asset classes in India (`trillion)

Source: Karvy wealth report
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overall share of such “digital” user 
accounts in equities investing will 
increase by a third from the current 
base of ~16% of the total accounts to 
~21%.

We also expect interesting developments 
in an otherwise staid product, i.e., fixed 
deposits. We predict that, while overall 
investments in fixed deposits (FDs) will 
increase at a relatively low rate of ~4%, 
FDs opened through digital (self-care) 
channels will rise by over 30% and will 
account for more than `1 of every  
4̀ invested in fixed deposit in 2019. 

This would primarily be driven by the 
increased usage of digital (self-care) 
applications provided by banks and 
innovative products, such as automatic 
sweep-outs from savings accounts to 
fixed deposit accounts.

As can be seen from the above 
discussion, the three products chosen 
for the analysis are expected to chart a 
unique, significant, and hard-to-miss 
digital journey in 2019. Mutual funds 
are expected to see the highest shift 
towards digital platforms, with a growth 

of nearly 80% in the quantum of digital 
mutual fund investment. FDs are likely 
to account for the largest share of 
investment (over `17 trillion) via digital 
means. The share of over `17 trillion 
is nearly 40 times the amount ( 4̀50 
billion) estimated to be digitally invested 
in mutual funds in 2019. Equities are 
expected to see a significant increase 
in the adoption of digital by existing 
users, i.e., a growth of over a third of the 
current base of digital user accounts. 

Hence, in their own way, each of the 
above mentioned products are likely 
to drive greater access to investing and 
wealth management, and thereby, drive 
the democratisation of these services. 
As customers are increasingly adopting 
digital channels for investments, 
they are expected to increasingly 
use platforms that enable useful 
comparisons of competing products 
across providers. This is likely to be a 
positive enabler for future growth.

Mutual funds 
Mutual funds witnessed a watershed 
moment in 2018, demonstrating the 

fastest growth rate among all avenues 
of investments. The average AUM for 
individuals in mutual funds grew from  
`7.72 trillion in FY17 to `10.85 trillion in 
FY18.25

The past few years have witnessed a 
proliferation of various platforms that 
allow for retail customers to invest in 
mutual funds by themselves (self-care). 
A majority of these platforms allow 
investments in direct mutual fund 
schemes at no charges, in addition 
to investments in regular schemes. 
Further, some of these platforms also 
use a freemium model where they use 
algorithms to suggest and advise funds to 
users based on their financial goals and 
risk profiles for a fee. All these different 
digital channels for investing in mutual 
fund accounted for ~`250 billion in AUM 
in FY1826; this is still a meagre 2.3% 
share of the overall AUM of individual 
investments in mutual funds. We predict 
that such digital channels will see a 75% 
increase in AUM and account for ~ 4̀50 
billion of AUM by FY19. The rise in AUM 
will be driven by the increasing use of 
mobile applications. Smartphones and 
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data availability which have led to a dramatic increase in the consumption of services on mobile internet platforms. This trend is also 
expected to apply to mutual fund investments with the millennial and mass affluent segments driving such adoption.

Figure 4: Current and forecast values of individual investments in equities and the share of demat accounts by 
platform 

Figure 3: Current and forecast values of AUMs in mutual funds and share of digital platforms (`trillion)

Source: SEBI Annual report, The-Ken, Deloitte analysis

Source: Karvy wealth report, Company Annual reports, News articles, Deloitte analysis

Equities 
Direct equities currently account for the largest share of 
investments in individual wealth. This asset class has grown 
from `37.58 trillion in FY17 to 4̀8.98 trillion in FY18.27 

Investments in equities were primarily being led by broking 
platforms operated by banks. However, the past few months 
have seen growth of digital-only platforms, led by fintechs. 
The key proposition of such platforms has been superior 
customer experience and low-to-zero cost for trading in 
equities. Such providers are also bundling in enhanced 
features such as algo-trading, back testing, and access to 

research reports through a freemium model. Such platforms 
accounted for an appreciable ~16% of all individual user 
accounts in FY18, and we predict that their share will increase 
to ~21% in FY19. Equity investment requires an extensive 
analysis of relevant industries and companies, and a relatively 
mature understanding of the market and macroeconomic 
forces. This complexity is likely to limit the overall growth 
in user base or user accounts investing in equity (as 
demonstrated by historical growth rate of ~12% in demat 
accounts). However, current users are expected to continue 
to invest more and move through the new-age digital broking 
platforms for trading and market analysis. 
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Figure 5: Current and forecast values of investments in FDs and share of digital channels (`trillion)

Source: IBA data on banks (marked as “Deposits from Public”), Investor presentations, Deloitte analysis

Fixed Deposits (FDs)
Fixed income products typically provided by banks have been a 
preferred asset class for retail investments, especially in times of 
volatile markets. Investments in bank FDs grew at a low rate of 
4.5%, from `63.95 trillion in FY17 to `66.85 trillion in FY18.28 

Due to lack of data on the use of digital platforms for 
investing in FDs, we have taken the share of online 
transactions for overall banking services as a proxy to know 

the use digital channels for investing in FDs. We estimated 
the share of FDs booked through online channels at ~20% 
for FY18. We predict that this share will increase to ~25% 
in FY19 and would translate into over `17 trillion of FDs 
booked through digital channels. Further, as consumers 
increasingly adopt online channels, they are more likely to 
use comparison platforms to discover and compare such 
products and choose the right products based on their 
requirements around tenure, interest rate, flexibility, etc.

Forecasting methodology 
For each of the above-mentioned three financial investment products, we looked at the current share of digital channels (“digital 
share”) in either the AUM or the total number of user accounts. We also noted the historical growth rate of the digital channels. 
Further, we took digital payments’ transactions as a proxy. This means we noted growth rate demonstrated by digital channels in 
retail payments as a “benchmark growth rate”. To forecast growth for each of the three financial investment products in 2019, we 
took the higher of a) the historical growth rate of “digital share” and b) the “benchmark growth rate”. 

Bottom line
The shift in consumer preference towards digital channels for investments and wealth management is unmistakable. 

While digital investing may increase at varying rates for different asset classes, the facility of immediate service, better 
discovery of products, and innovations in providing improved customer experience is likely to cause customers to increasingly 
gravitate towards these new-age platforms. 

Of every rupee invested in mutual funds and FDs by the end of the next year, at least 21 paise is likely to be invested using a 
digital channel. Further, for every 100 demat accounts investing in equities, over 21 are expected to invest using digital (self-
care) front-end applications. The share of digital channels is likely to keep increasing significantly even beyond 2019. Providers 
with a strong digital offering are likely to be able to access this growing market segment, while others stand to lose the market 
share rapidly. If the projected growth for 2019 continues beyond as well, the AUM for individual investments in mutual funds 
invested digitally is likely to cross `1 trillion by 2021; FDs booked through digital channels will exceed 50% of all FDs booked by 
2022; and 1 in every 2 retail investors will use a digital platform to buy or sell equities by 2025.

The increasing adoption of such platforms will be enabled by technology. Such platforms have a bespoke front end with 
an aim to provide superior and personalised customer experience to the user base. Further, these online platforms would 
enable a highly scalable, reliable, and available service delivery, which would necessitate a robust technology infrastructure 
and architecture. These platforms would also use analytics and ML to optimise and suggest options to customers to improve 
potential returns on investment or meet their saving goals. 

All of this means more access to investment products and greater financial security, i.e., the retail investment landscape is 
likely to become increasingly democratic on the back of technology.
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Is TV, as we know it, dead?
Deloitte India predicts that over-the-
top (OTT) video will continue to see 
rapid growth in both demand and 
supply. However, unlike in developed 
markets, the impact is likely to be 
additive rather than disruptive – at 
least in the medium term. Further, a 
key theme that has already started 
playing out is the importance of scale 
and convergence.

The environment is conducive for 
rapid growth in OTT video
The environment in India is ripe for OTT 
to make deep inroads. Key elements in 
the environment are discussed below.

Factor Importance Observations

Young population Quicker to learn new ways and adapt 65% of the population is born after 1980. Of this, 443 million 
are millennials and 393 million are gen Z.29 The affluent 
segment is also growing – and with it, discretionary spends

Smartphone 
penetration

Critical device acting as a personal screen 
in a country where only 3% homes own >1 
TV set30 

Smartphone penetration (as % of mobile phone users) rose 
from 21% in 2014 to 36% in 2018, resulting in a base of 478 
million smartphone users.31 Smartphone sales, now 50% of 
phone shipments, are expected to continue to grow

Low cost 
broadband

High-speed connections are strongly 
correlated with increased video 
consumption

Recent competitive intensity has led to a decrease of c. 90% 
in the price of wireless broadband, from $ 3.50 per GB in 
2016 to $ 0.33 per GB in 201732 

Quality and 
breadth of content

Critical for viewer engagement The market has several OTT players offering a growing 
library of content. Leading OTT players have a strong focus 
on original content with high production values (“motion 
picture production quality” for TV)

Digital payment 
ecosystem

Lower frictional costs and making 
distribution possible

Beyond the natural (i.e., market forces led) growth rate, 
India’s government has played the role of an accelerator by 
keenly encouraging digital payments

Table 1: Key factors driving growth of OTT video

Source: Deloitte analysis

There is near consensus that the OTT video market will continue to grow rapidly. This is reflected in the level of competition in the 
market. Over 30 OTT video offerings are available and more players are contemplating entering the Indian market. Online video 
audience in India is expected to double in the next three years.
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Figure 6: Rise in online video audience (in million)

Source: Statista, Deloitte analysis

There is enough headroom for traditional TV to grow in 
India
A significant percentage of India’s population still does not 
have access to TV. Some indicators of the market potential are 
mentioned below:

 • Electricity penetration and supply: Although India 
recently achieved 100% electrification in villages, the 
definition of “electrified” suggests that 31 million homes 
are still in the dark.33 Further, even among households 
connected to the grid, reliable and affordable supply on 
a sustained basis needs to be achieved. The TV industry 
will be a beneficiary of better electricity penetration and 
supply

 • TV penetration: TV penetration in India stands at 66% in 
2018; rural India especially offers scope for growth, with 
about half the households without a TV34

 • Low ARPU: India’s low cable and satellite (C&S) ARPU of 
~$ 3 per month also offers a potential lever for growth

 • Viewing time: Average time spent on watching TV per 
viewer is 4 hours and 6 minutes in urban areas, while it 
is 3 hours and 27 minutes in rural areas.35 Rural India has 
room to catch up

Figure 7: Urban and rural TV Penetration (2017) (in million)

Source: BARC: The Changing Face of TV in India, 2018
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Additive, rather than disruptive
New technologies could grow in two ways: additive (where they co-exist with older systems) and disruptive (where they replace 
older systems or the consumer base leapfrogs older systems entirely). The print industry in India is an example where new 
technology (digital versus physical) has played an additive role, while the telecom industry is an example where new technology 
(mobile versus fixed line) has played a disruptive role.

We expect that OTT will create an additive impact on the TV industry in India, at least in the medium term. We discuss this further 
below.

Head Additive Disruptive

Characteristic Co-existence Replacement or leapfrogging

Example Print industry in India
Unlike developed markets where digital 
technologies have caused significant 
disruption, the traditional print industry in 
India continues to grow

Mobile telephony in India
India leapfrogged fixed-line telephony, with the result that 
the country has a 22.4 million wireline subscriber base 
versus a 1.1 billion wireless subscriber base36 

Factor Additive Disruptive Implication for TV industry in India

Affordability of 
traditional service

The traditional service is 
affordable. For example, a 
typical newspaper in India costs 
just ~$ 0.1; a part of this cost is 
recovered when old newspapers 
are sold by weight to recyclers

The traditional service is priced 
too high. For example, a Netflix 
subscription in the US is priced 
much lower than a C&S service

Low ARPU for traditional TV in India 
(~$ 3) suggests an additive response 
to OTT

Convenience/ 
pain points of 
traditional service

The traditional service is 
convenient (or at least not 
inconvenient). For example, 
newspapers are home delivered 
every morning at a nominal cost 

The traditional service is 
inconvenient. For example, 
consumers had to wait for a 
long time to get a fixed-line 
connection in India, and the 
service was lackluster. Mobile 
operators offered quick on-
boarding and good customer 
service

Unlike fixed-line telephony in India, 
which was largely a government 
effort, C&S has been largely a private 
enterprise in India, with cable and 
DTH operators offering prompt 
customer service and attention

Feature set/ 
substitutability

Some features are not offered 
by the new technology

Additional features added 
by technology. For example, 
fixed-line phones are rooted to 
a spot, while mobile phones are 
portable

Linear TV has fewer features to 
offer than OTT – notably around 
flexibility. Users may still prefer a 
few experiences, example sports on 
linear TV

Table 2: Additive versus disruptive impact

Table 3: Factors favouring additive versus disruptive

Source: Deloitte analysis

A D

A D

A D

A D
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Rights category Highest bidder Amount Star India's bid

India TV Sony  1,105.00  619.69 

India Digital Facebook 390.00  144.30 

US Media Rights Perform Group  24.05 4.92 

Europe Media Rights Star India  4.88 4.88 

Africa Supersport  12.03 6.18 

The Middle East beIN Sports  39.00 6.50 

Australia or NZ FollowOn  7.00 1.79 

Simple total  1,581.95  788.25 

All rights (Global bid)  Only Star bid 1,634.75 

Table 4: Bids for five-year rights for IPL (2018−2022); all amounts in `billion

Source: Deloitte analysis

Source: Economic Times37 

Factor Additive Disruptive Implication for TV industry in India

Habits or rituals 
connected to 
traditional service

Deeply ingrained habits or 
rituals are connected to the 
traditional service. For example, 
starting the day holding a crisp 
newspaper

No habits or rituals are 
connected to the traditional 
service. For example, 
customers are indifferent to 
speaking over a fixed-line or 
mobile phone (as long as the 
connection is robust).

TV viewing is often a family affair in 
India. While smart TVs or devices 
such as Chromecast or Fire Stick 
could potentially address this need, 
the typical device of choice, i.e., 
smartphone cannot.

A D

Convergence and scale are imperative
Given the above context, convergence and scale are emerging 
as important elements for success in the Indian TV landscape. 
Initial moves in this direction are already visible, with several 
consolidations, acquisitions, as well as organic growth. Reliance 
Industries is a key example of the convergence trend with its 
spread of operations across:

 • Mobile operations: Jio

 • Broadband services: Jio Giga Fiber, as well as stakes in 
Den and Hathway

 • Content production: Own content production plans, as 
well as stakes in Eros and Balaji

 • Traditional TV Broadcasting: Stake in Viacom 18

 • Traditional C&S: Stakes in Den, Hathway

 • Video OTT: Jio’s services, as well as stakes in Eros Now, Alt 
Balaji, and Voot

 • Audio OTT: Jio’s services and recent acquisition of Saavn

 • Devices: Jio Lyf smartphones, Jio Phone, and JioFi router

There are several other global as well as Indian examples of 
convergence, a couple of which are listed below:

 •  Amazon: Entered video distribution (Prime Video), followed by 
production (Prime Originals), and devices (Fire Stick, Echo)

 •  Paytm: Announced plans to launch OTT video

Bringing it all together: Case study of IPL bids
The last IPL bid data affords us a chance to observe these 
trends in action. Below are some data points around the bid, 
and some insights that emerge.
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 • Industry participants believe that traditional TV remains a large opportunity at least over the next five years: 
The highest bid for India TV rights (`1,105 billion by Sony) was 2.8x the highest bid for digital (`390 billion by Facebook) 
for a five-year period (2018−2022).

 • Digital is gaining ground rapidly: The table below shows how the value of TV and digital rights has evolved from the 
first time IPL bids were done, to the latest bids done in 2017. We note that the gap between TV and digital is rapidly 
closing – from TV rights being valued at 8.1x digital during the first IPL rights auction to only 2.8x in more recent times. 

Table 5: Evolution of IPL auction prices

First IPL rights

Medium Period Winner Amount (`billion) Amount per year (`billion)* 

TV 10 yrs. (ending 2017) Sony 820.0 82.0 

Digital 3 yrs. (2015−2017) Hotstar 30.3 10.1 

TV:Digital rights = 82.0/10.1 = 8.1x

Latest IPL rights

Medium Period Winner Amount (`billion) Amount per year (`billion)* 

TV 5 yrs. (2018-2022)  Sony  1,105.0 221.0 

Digital 5 yrs. (2018-2022)  Facebook  390.0 78.0 

TV: Digital rights = 221.0/78.0 = 2.8x

*Note: Evenly divided the bid price across the period. The value of the rights is typically back-loaded. Back-loading the 
rights value will not change the conclusion
Source: Economic Times article dated Sep 05, 201738

 •  Convergence creates extra value: Star put in a global bid of `1,634.75 billion. The sum of its individual bids was `788.25 
billion. Star’s global bid was thus 2.1x of the sum of its individual bids – a reflection of the value of convergence. The value of 
the converged play allowed Star to put in a global bid that was also higher than the sum of the highest individual bids for each 
category.

Key insights

Bottom line
This is a good time to be a consumer in the Indian market because of the availability of more options, 

improvement in quality and quantity of content, and attractive pricing driven by competition.

Large players have entered the Indian OTT market and allocated sizeable budgets for creating exclusive content. This, 
along with the sheer number of OTT players, has provided content creators with several new options and opportunities, 
including funding sources, access to a niche and specific audience, and global reach. Quality producers and artistes will 
especially benefit from several platforms vying for their content and skillsets. 

For traditional broadcasters, OTT also acts as another platform (and monetisation opportunity) for delivering catch-up 
content. Overall, the launch of OTT has created a parallel ecosystem, raising both the quality and quantity of the content 
pool. While India already has a long history of creating large volumes of content, the demand for content is likely to rise 
rapidly. The industry will have to step up to create infrastructure and develop the talent pool to generate content.
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Indian Film Industry:  
Rise of the phoenix
It is predicted that the Indian film 
industry is expected to witness 
significant growth in the next 12−18 
months, largely due to an increase in 
content production, improvements in 
the exhibition space, and addition of 
new monetisation avenues, such as 
OTT platforms and overseas markets. 
The Indian film industry has been more 
or less stagnant in terms of revenue for 
the past few years, growing from `126 
billion in 2014 to `156 billion (~$2.3 
billion) in 2017.39 However, it has begun 
witnessing some major ripples in the 
way revenue is generated. Historically, 
domestic theatricals have been the 
primary source of revenue and decided 
the fate of the movie. However, due to 
technology-enabled advancements, 
newer monetisation opportunities 
have been created for content creators. 
Producers are now much more 
confident that domestic box office 
revenue is not the only major source 
of revenue, and hence placing greater 
confidence in their content, which can 
now travel far and wide. 

Content to beat star power
The Indian audience has evolved 
with time and now can accept open 
endings with twisted plots besides 
the traditional romantic, action, and 
comedies genres. Now writers do 
not face the restriction of duration, 
and therefore, can write without 
compromising on the quality of the 
script. The launch of OTT platforms 
has also enabled content creators to 
experiment with scripts and target 
specific genres and audiences. This is 
in direct contrast to erstwhile content 
creators aiming to produce films that 
appeal only to mass audiences. Films 
can be developed into a series with 
parts or short films depending on the 

duration. A case in point is the film 
“Bahubali” wherein the script was too 
long and producers decided to produce 
the film in two parts rather than 
cutting it short. 

The use of visual effects (VFX) and 
advanced technologies has enabled 
content creators to allow creativity 
to take precedence and experiment 
with ideas. VFX adoption is still in the 
early stages in India. On an average, 
an Indian movie spends 12−15% of 
its budget on VFX, compared with 
a Hollywood movie that spends 
40−50% of the movie’s budget on 
the technology.40 However, multiple 
Indian firms have developed VFX 
and CGI capabilities and successfully 
collaborated with Hollywood on global 

blockbusters, such as Deadpool, 
Spiderman, The Avengers, and Avatar. 
As the industry matures, VFX spend is 
expected to grow at a CAGR of more 
than 30% until 202141. 

Content-driven films have brought 
a bigger smile on producers’ faces 
in 2018 than some of the films with 
A-list stars. It is clear that the era 
of star-power is finally nearing its 
end and the industry is focusing on 
high-quality content. The number of 
`1 billion movies has been increasing 
every year. In the Hindi film industry, 
13 movies entered the `1 billion club 
in 2018 versus 10 movies in 2017.42 The 
box-office revenue generated from 
top 10 Hollywood movies released 
during the year grew nearly two times 
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compared with the revenues generated 
by top 10 movies previous year.43 Star 
power is limited to first weekend at 
the box office but content-driven films 
have longer life on box office (up to 
one month). We expect 2019 to further 
improve this number of `1 Billion club 
with better penetration of multiplexes 
across Indian cities.

Newer Monetisation Venues (OTT & 
overseas)
Rise of the OTT players
India’s digitisation environment 
underwent a transformation after a 
decline in data charges and sachet 
pricing for content and unleased a 
broadband revolution. These factors 
led to an increase in smartphone, 
tablet and smart TV penetration and 
subsequently, the number of people 
consuming digital content. 

At present, India has 350 million online 
video audience, which is expected to 
reach 500 million by the end of CY 
2020.44 Mobile data traffic is expected 
to grow at CAGR 40% to reach 5.5 
exabytes per month in 2021 and video 
is likely to contribute to 75% of this 
data traffic.45

Accounting for 75% of the new video 
audience, rural India is expected to 
drive the growth of the digital segment. 
Further, with increased smartphone 
penetration in rural India, regional 
content in the OTT space is likely to 
attract greater investment and the 
revenue from regional content is 
expected to increase from `9.2 billion 
in FY2018 to `12.5 billion in FY 2019.46 
Furthermore, content producers 
have been able to generate revenue 
through OTT platforms per minimum 

guarantee (MG) and revenue share 
arrangements. However, the amount 
of revenue generated is a function of 
several factors, such as first window or 
second window, exclusivity of content 
on platforms, and the period for which 
rights have been acquired. In certain 
cases, OTT players and content creators 
have also signed fixed-value contracts 
or arrangements that have allowed 
creators to produce high-quality 
content with negligible or no risk.

Numerous OTT players have entered 
the market and therefore, content is 
available at competitive prices. This 
will likely result in a wider and more 
engaged online audience in 2019. The 
increasing number of movies are now 
being produced exclusively for OTT 
platforms. For example, Rajma Chawal, 
Lust Stories, and Love Per Square Foot.
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Figure 8: Mobile data traffic in India (exabytes per month) Figure 9: Contribution of video to mobile data 
consumption

Source: CISCO VNI; TRAI; Ericsson Mobility; Deloitte analysis

OTT-Cinema Coexistence

 • In contrast to traditional TV, OTT 
platforms are likely to witness an 
increase in revenue as they are 
expected to become the preferred 
medium for audiences to consume 
entertainment content. Moreover, 
given that box office accounts for 
67% of the movie industry’s revenue, 

single screens and multiplexes are 
expected to remain relevant.

 • Online platforms have opened 
new revenue streams for several 
production houses that are 
struggling with declining satellite 
rights on TV.47 

 • OTT has the potential to offer 
certain players a way to disrupt 

the economics of the TV-and-film 
value chain, helping them capture 
a share of viewers’ spend that 
currently eludes them. Movies such 
as Padmaavat, Padman, Veere Di 
Wedding, Lust Stories, and Rajma 
Chawal have recorded significant 
viewership on OTT platforms. 
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Overseas box office
Another big opportunity lies in overseas box office and business done by Indian movies in other countries. While the Indian 
diaspora continues to remain an important market, other countries like China have opened up as promising markets for 
select films. The recent success of movies such as Dangal, Secret Superstar, and Baahubali indicates a promising future for 
Indian film content in international markets.

Film 3 idiots PK Dangal Secret Superstar
Release date 25th Dec 2009 19th Dec 2014 23rd Dec 2016 19th Oct 2017

Movie budget Large Large Large Medium

Domestic gross $42 million $77 million $92 million $13 million

China gross $2.2 million $17 million $200 million $118 million

China: India gross 5% 22% 217% 902%

# of screens in China 900−1,000 4,000−5,000 10,000 11,000

Theme of movie Social pressure under an 
Asian education system, 
and following one’s passion

Have an open mind 
and question things

Pressure to perform 
(sports) and women 
empowerment in a 
patriarchal society

Women 
empowerment and 
following a dream

Table 6: Evolution of performance in China

Figure 10: Average ticket price in Multiplexes (`)

Source: Deloitte-Economic Contribution of Film & TV industry in India, 2017, media articles and discussion with industry participants

Source: Eros International Investor ppt – Jun 2018

The top five highest grossing Indian films in Japan are 
Muthu ($1.6 million), 3 Idiots (1.48 million), Baahubali 2: The 
Conclusion (1.3 million), English Vinglish ($1.2 million), and 
Endhiran ($1 million). Rajinikanth is the only Indian actor to 
deliver two million dollar grossers in Japan, substantiating 
his loyal fandom in the country.48 

Better Infrastructure & Enhanced Viewing Experience
There are ~10,00049 screens in India; with steady growth 
expected in the number of multiplexes and single screens 
continuing to decline. 

The share of single screens in the Indian cinema decreased 
from 91% in 2009 to 71% in 2017.50 On the other hand, 

multiplexes have been increasing steadily at 12% in the past 
three years.51 The multiplex segment is largely corporatized, 
67% of the multiplex screens are controlled by PVR, INOX, 
Carnival Cinemas and Cinepolis.52 In fact, four multiplex chains 
in India contribute 20% to the total movie screens and 40% of 
the box office revenue.53 Rising box office revenue is driven 
not only by more screens but also by higher ticket prices. 
Exhibitors are investing in enhancing audience experiences 
and diversifying revenue streams. As India is an underserved 
market with only eight screens per million population, there 
is huge opportunity to grow and tap the complete potential. 
However, challenges at the local level have kept the growth rate 
in screens muted and there seems to be no solution in sight to 
propel the screen count higher at a faster rate.
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Source: Deloitte analysis

PVR Cinemas and Inox have introduced 
“Gold” and “Insignia”, respectively, to 
enhance the movie viewing experience 
with Laserplex and enhanced 
picture quality. In 2017, PVR Cinemas 
launched its own loyalty programme 
to increase weekday occupancy and 
Food & Beverage (F&B) revenues 
through the programme. Carnival 
Cinemas launched “MoviEcard”, 
India’s first film subscription service 
similar to MoviePass (a US-based film 
ticketing service), where subscribers 
can purchase single film tickets per 
day for a nominal subscription fee. 
Similarly, Paytm also launched a service 
wherein subscribers can book tickets 
for up to four films in a month. These 
initiatives and developments are likely 
to boost consumer convenience. These 
are expected to result in increased 
investment in exhibition and cinema 
infrastructure, which in turn is likely to 
improve screen density and increase 
average ticket price.

Although the Indian film industry 
witnessed a huge relief following a 
reduction in GST rate from 28% to 18% 
on movie tickets,54 it is still concerned 
that state authorities have the right to 
levy additional entertainment tax on 
movie tickets. Two Indian states Tamil 
Nadu and Madhya Pradesh have already 
levied entertainment tax on movie 
tickets. The tax is expected to offset 
the positive impact of the initiatives 

noted above, increase the average cost 
per ticket, and adversely affect overall 
footfall. 

Evolving Business Model (Cross 
Pollination)
Regional industry and acceptance of 
content
Average occupancy for Tamil and Telugu 
films was ~45% in 2017, as reported by 
BookMyShow. Even the Gujarati and 
Malayalam movie industries registered 
growth. After the success of Baahubali 
2: The Conclusion, Tamil-Telugu content 
has been widely accepted by Hindi-
speaking audiences. Baahubali 2, was 
budgeted at $39 million and made 
in Telugu and Tamil, with Hindi and 
Malayalam dubbed versions, which 
did very well. The film grossed $194 
million in 13 days, making it the highest 
Indian grosser of all time and putting 
it on track to become the first Indian 
film to gross $200 million.55 The recent 
success of 2.0 and KGF (Hindi-Kannada 
period-action drama) further prove the 
point that regional boundaries within 
India are diminishing and audiences are 
accepting good content. This trend is 
helping to increase revenue from not 
just one region but across the nation.

Language barrier and international 
boundaries are diminishing
Hollywood is having a good run at the 
Indian box office and a lot of success 
can be attributed to big numbers 

the action-driven movies brought on 
board.

Earlier in the year, Marvel’s Avengers: 
Infinity War emerged as the highest 
grossing Hollywood film in the country 
earning `2.274 billion, while the studio’s 
other superhero flicks, including Black 
Panther and Deadpool 2, earned `525.3 
million and `580.8 million, respectively.56 

Language barriers and limited regional 
reach have been overcome by OTT 
platforms. One of the best examples 
is home-grown series “Sacred Games”, 
which has been accepted not just in India 
but also across the world. Netflix has 
dubbed the show into Spanish as Juegos 
Sagrados, Brazilian Portuguese as Jogos 
Sagrados, Turkish as Kutsal Oyunlar, 
French as Le Seigneur de Bombay (The 
Lord of Bombay), and English.

Remakes and Sequels
Sequels and remakes continued to be a 
core strategy for the industry in India. 
These sequels and remakes are making 
to the `1 billion club. In 2018, we saw the 
official remake of Judwaa and a sequel of 
Baaghi. Regional movies are also being 
recreated in Hindi. Some successful 
Bollywood movies will also be recreated 
in four languages. For example, Queen 
will soon be released in Telegu, Tamil, 
Kannada, and Malayalam. This directly 
corresponds to increased revenue from 
already popular concepts.

Figure 11: Number of screens of major multiplex players in India-FY 18
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Source: Deloitte analysis

Bottom line
The year 2019 is predicted to be a high-growth year for the Indian film industry, with combined thrust from 

both the exhibition industry and OTT platforms. The continuous increase in online audience, coupled with efforts from 
the exhibition industry to enhance outdoor entertainment experience, is likely to act as a boost for artists in India. 
Furthermore, the rising screen density has already increased the number of movies earning `200 million and more on 
the first day at the box office, from 4 in 2013 to 10 in 2018.57 We are yet to see the industry’s full potential as the industry 
revenue is expected to increase in 2019.

Revenues (`Billion) 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019p 2020p 2021p

Domestic Theatrical 93.5 101.4 99.8 101.1 105.1 110.8 116.6 123.1

Overseas Theatrical 8.6 9.5 10.9 18.1 19.2 20.5 21.9 23.4

Cable & Satellite Rights 14.7 15.9 15.3 16.2 17.0 18.0 19.1 20.2

Digital revenues 0.7 0.9 4.8 7.2 9.2 12.5 13.5 16.1

Music Rights 2.7 2.9 3.1 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.9 4.1

In Cinema Advertising 4.9 6.2 7.5 9.0 10.9 13.2 15.9 19.0

Home Video 1.2 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.5

Merchandising 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2

Total 126.4 138.0 142.4 155.8 165.7 179.4 191.6 206.6

22
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5G: Accelerating towards a smart 
society
The euphoria around 5G is increasing 
and there are many good reasons to 
support excitement in the industry at 
imminent arrival of the technology. 
In this Deloitte Predictions edition, 
we highlight five uses of 5G that 
have potential to transform the 
Indian society and boost the Indian 
economy as well as our rationale 
for the selection. This buzz around 
5G has ensured that most industry 
and technology followers in the past 
couple of years have got their gist on 
5G. Hence, we would skip introduction 
on the technology and proceed to the 
application. 

The uses identified in this report 
encompass three key features of 5G:

 • Enhanced Mobile Broadband 
(eMBB) with enhanced coverage, 
higher speed, and guaranteed quality 
of service; 

 • Ultra-Reliable and Low-Latency 
Communications (uRLLC) providing 
highly reliable and secure network; 
and 

 • Massive Machine Type 
Communications (mMTC) enabling 
increased connection density and low 
energy consumption of devices. 

Precision agriculture
In the 2018 Global Hunger Index, India 
ranked 103rd out of 119 qualifying 
countries. With a score of 31.1, India 
suffers from a level of hunger that is 
“serious”.58 In the country, 195.9 million 
people (14.8% of the population) are 
undernourished,59 making India home to 
the largest undernourished population 
in the world.

The India agriculture sector is facing 
the following two major challenges 

Source: Global Hunger Index, 201860

Figure 12: Global Hunger Index – India
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mentioned that suggest that the country 
has resources to feed its population:

 • Low farm yield - as low as 30-50% of 
the developed nations;61 and 

 • Significant food losses in the pre 
and post-harvest stages across 
the supply chain - according to 2016 
estimates harvest is enough to feed 
400 million poor Indians.62 

In 2050, India’s population is projected 
to be about 1.8 billion. Given this fact 
what could be more impactful than India 
being able to feed its hungry population 
and be self-sufficient.

Precision agriculture using the eMBB 
and mMTC features, and drones, radio 
frequencies, sensors and other IoT 
applications can enable the following:

 • Climate change monitoring or 
soil and crop monitoring: Sensors 
send alerts about soil, water, 
and air-related problems so that 
interventions can be planned in line 
with changing conditions to prevent 
the loss of harvest. 

 • Autonomous tractors: Driverless 
tractors equipped with cameras, 
machine vision systems, GPS for 
navigation, IoT connectivity, and 
radar, use ideal conditions to perform 
tasks such as planting, sowing, 
weeding, maintaining crops, watering, 
and harvesting without human 
intervention. 

 • Smart irrigation: IoT-enabled sensors 
monitor moisture levels and plant 
health to determine and regulate the 
quantity of water that plants receive. 

 • Livestock monitoring: IoT-based 
devices for livestock management help 
collect data and provide insights into 
heat, health, and nutrition, which can 
be integrated into actionable plans. 

The implementation of these use 
cases can help enhance farm yield 
and minimise pre-harvest loses. It is 
a plausible solution to India’s hunger 
problem, and the direct addition to 
the country’s gross value added (GVA) 
and number of direct and indirect jobs 

created in the third-largest sector of the 
Indian economy. 

Connected healthcare
Feeding population solves only one 
problem. Trying to keep India healthy 
is a comparable issue if not greater in 
magnitude.

The problem of insufficient doctors and 
hospitals only gets amplified considering 
India is marred with the problem of 
“quackery”. According to the World 

Health Organisation, only one in five 
doctors in rural India is qualified to 
practice medicine.64 

5G using the eMBB and mMTC features 
can help bridge the accessibility gap in 
health care through the following:

 • Smart wearables enhancing real-
time monitoring and helping health 
care providers to collect data to 
improve personalised and preventive 
care. Real-time date can enable 
quick decision-making, and enhance 
patients’ engagement and awareness 
about their own health. The 
digitisation of data would help create 
a repository of patient records, which 
are updated and made accessible 
through connected devices. It will 
help health care providers to expedite 
diagnosis and improve the quality of 
treatment.

 • Tele-medicine through a connected 
health care environment can further 
bridge the “accessibility” gap. With 
the real-time transfer of video and 
images, tele-medicine makes online 
consultations a reality, minimising 
travel time for patients from rural 
areas and wait times by providing 
access to quality health care 
professionals irrespective of physical 
location. 

Figure 13: Public health system in 
India – Key statistics

Source: Industry analysis63
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 • Robotic surgery is a much talked about health care use 
case utilising uRLLC features of 5G. Networks with a high 
reliability and low latency can bring the use case to life. The 
impact of bringing in cutting-edge medical treatment to 
the rural population can be huge given India’s geographical 
expanse. However, considering the time required for 5G 
technology penetration and capital investment required 
for this use case, it is not envisaged to have immediate 
widespread application. 

 The use case that can help deliver quality health care to the 
rural population would change the lives of millions in the 
country.

Smart manufacturing
The importance of the manufacturing sector for a country’s 
economic success cannot be undermined. The Indian 
manufacturing sector can be said to have underperformed 
compared with other sectors, considering its contribution to 
GDP has stagnated at 15-17% in the past few decades.

Source: World Bank65

Figure 14: Global comparative – Manufacturing contribution to GDP
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A statistic that does not cease to amaze 
is that China’s GDP, which was 1.1 times 
that of India in 1990, grew to almost 5 
times that of India by 2017.66 China’s GDP 
growth was driven by its manufacturing 
sector, contributing one-quarter to 
global manufacturing GDP.67 

5G use case around Smart 
Manufacturing leveraging on uRLLC and 
mMTC features focuses on industrial 
efficiency bringing in cost reductions 
as well as enhancing productivity and 
profitability. The deployment of use case 
in its entirety would include:

 • Big Data analytics - Preventive 
maintenance and reduced corrective 
maintenance cycle times, enhancing 
production capacity and quality 

 • Process digitisation - Digitisation of 
various business processes, leading to 
consistent outcomes and cost-savings

 • Robotics and automation - Remote 
assistance and robotic control 
performing labour-intensive and 
precision manufacturing, reducing the 
production cycle time and ensuring 
quality; this is also an alternative to 
workforce working in an hazardous 
environment 

 • IoT - Sensors to tighten supply chain 
and reduce lead times

 • Augmented Reality (AR) - AR smart 
devices for training and instructions; 
AR troubleshooting help decrease 
downtime and increase production 
efficiency 

The points mentioned above are 
components of adoption and transition 
towards much talked about Industry 
4.0. The transition to Industry 4.0 
have the potential to help companies 
enhance their operating profits by 40% 
at less than 10% of the planned capital 
expenditure.68 

The Indian government is focusing 
on enhancing the contribution of 
manufacturing to GDP to 25% by 2025 
by when the Indian economy is slated to 
be a $5 trillion economy.69 This means 
that the manufacturing GVA would 

need to be increased from the current 
~$475 billion in 2018 to $1,250 billion 
in 2025, which is a 265% increase. To 
put it into perspective; considering the 
2018 figures, it equates to an increase of 
~$570 in the GDP per capita of $2,135, 
i.e. an increase of whopping 25% in GDP 
per capita. Hence, the impact of 5G use 
cases for smart manufacturing on India 
could be far reaching, not to mention 
the direct and indirect job creation and 
innovation.

Smart education
To realise the dream of smart 
manufacturing, India would need a 
skilled workforce. Only 4.7% of India’s 
workforce is estimated to be formally 
skilled. The country needs to train 126 
million people across 34 sectors.70 
However, the issue is not just about 
providing vocation training to unskilled 
workforce. The problem becomes much 
bigger considering India has the largest 
illiterate population in the world. With 
a literacy rate of 74%, 26% of India’s 
population is illiterate. Availability 
and accessibility is one of the primary 
reasons for both primary and secondary 
school drop outs in India. Further, higher 
education is marred by low availability 
of teachers. While over the past five 
years, enrollment in higher education 
programmes in India increased from 32 
million in 2013-14 to 37 million in 2017-
18. However, the number of teachers 
decreased from 1.4 million to 1.3 million 
in the same period.71 

Smart education use cases leverage 
on the eMMB and mMTC features to 
bring quality education, irrespective 
of location, thereby addressing the 
availability and accessibility issue. 

 • Virtual Classrooms or Walled-off 
classroom: Tactile internet removes 
the physical location constraint and 
enables the sharing of resources 
between a larger number of students. 

 • Personalised learning: Access to a 
mobile device would connect each 
learner to intelligent personalised 
systems that can suggest learning 
pathways, enable aggregated analysis 
of learner experiences, and enable 
much better decision-making about 
aspects of student education. 

 • Use of AR or VR: The use of AR or 
VR technologies enables hands-on 
experience with expensive equipment 
and facilities. It would be specifically 
relevant for higher education and 
vocational training. 

 • Student wireless backpack: 
Leveraging on cloud-based storage 
devices, students can resume their 
work at any convenient time and 
place. Educational material on cloud 
would significantly reduce the cost of 
material for students. 

With about 40% of the population 
below the age of 20, the use of 5G in the 
education sector can help the country 
realise the demographic dividend. 
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Smart cities
With the population growth and urbanisation in India a 
sustainable ecosystem needs to be created where people can 
lead better lives. The Smart City Mission of India describes 
a smart city as an urban ecosystem that provides resources 
to fulfil the aspiration and needs of citizens represented by 
the four pillars of comprehensive institutional development, 
physical, social, and economic infrastructure. 

In round 1 of the Smart City Programme, 20 smart cities 
were selected. At present, there are 100 winning smart city 
proposals with the mission. 

Given the focus on and investments in smart cities and the vast 
population that benefits from each smart city; this use case 
is of prime importance in improving quality of life for Indian 
citizens.

Source: Smartnet – Smart City Mission72

Figure 15: Smart City Mission Dashboard
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Bottom line
Smart city and connected industry (which extends to smart manufacturing) use cases are the most widely 

adopted across the globe. In 2018, 27% and 17% of the global IoT projects focused on these two use cases, respectively. 
This indicates the widespread acceptance of the importance of these cases. While smart agriculture-oriented projects 
are 4% of all the IoT projects across the globe but a large component of these are from the Asia Pacific region where 
agriculture is a dominant sector in many economies. Smart health is also a dominant use case with widespread 
adoption.73 

5G is envisaged to generate up to $3.5 trillion in revenue and create up to 22 million jobs in India by 2035.74 Although 
there can be several measures to assess the impact of the top five use cases selected in this prediction, the importance 
of these use cases for India cannot be undermined considering the need and population coverage. These five use cases 
could well have the Pareto effect, majorly contributing to revenue generated directly or indirectly from 5G. 
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